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WHAT IS
GUILD WARS 2?
“If you love MMOs, then you’ll want to check out
Guild Wars 2; if you hate MMOs, you’ll really want
to check out Guild Wars 2.”
— Mike O’Brien, Founder of ArenaNet
Guild Wars 2 is a massively-multiplayer online role-playing game
(MMORPG) developed by ArenaNet. It is set in the beautiful,
expansive fantasy world of Tyria. The game’s art style is artisanal
and handpainted—there is no better example to showcase this
than the world map (depicted here as an in-game screenshot).
Guild Wars 2 is not like most games of its type. It has no monthly
subscription fee after the initial purchase of the game. As a result,
the developers designed the game with mechanics that allow all
types of players—casual to hardcore—to have fun without the
large time-investment often required by other MMOs.
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In-game screenshot
of Tyria, the world of
Guild Wars 2.
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THE RACES OF TYRIA
Humans
“We fight for our homes, our gods, and our
queen...nothing can break our spirit.”
— Logan Thackeray

Humans are a noble race in Tyria. In the
past, their empire stretched across the
entire continent—now, they have lost
much of their homeland and live only in
the nation of Kryta. Their faith in the Six
Gods (Balthazar, Lyssa, Grenth, Dwayna,
Melandru, and Kormir) gives them unique
abilities.

Norn
“We listen to the spirits of the Wild: Bear,
Snow Leopard, Raven and Wolf. We follow
their path to glory.”
— Eir Stegalkin

Norn are a race of massive, nine-foot tall
hunters and warriors who originated from
the far reaches of the northern Shiverpeaks.
All norn can shapeshift into avatars of the
spirits of the Wild. Their culture is highly
individualistic, and they value the glory of
the hunt above all else.

Asura
“We asura will tell you, victory is a matter
of ingenuity, not muscle. Brain, not
brawn, will change the world.”
— Zojja

Asura are a tiny, long-eared humanoid
race known for their mastery of the arts of
magic and golemancy. Their intellectual
brilliance give them an air of arrogance
and superiority over the other races. Their
capital city, Rata Sum, is designed as a
massive, floating cube.

Sylvari
“Evil threatens Tyria, but our Dream will
guide us through darkness... to dawn.”
— Caithe

Sylvari are a young race of sentient plant
beings, having only explored the world of
Tyria for the last 25 years. All sylvari come
from the Pale Tree, a massive, majestic
tree on the Tarnished Coast. They share
the Dream—a hivemind which gives them
memories and knowledge before they
awaken into the world fully grown.

“In a time of uncertain allies…and dangerous enemies…Tyria needs
heroes. It is time to forge new legends. It is time to fight.
What is your story?”
— Destiny’s Edge (Logan Thackeray, Eir Stegalkin, Rytlock Brimstone, Zojja, and Caithe)

Charr
“We bow to no adversary. With the clamor
of anvils and the thunder of guns, we rip
each day from life’s teeth.”
— Rytlock Brimstone

Charr are a feline race who have known
nothing but war. The four High Legions
(Iron Legion, Ash Legion, Blood Legion,
and Flame Legion) define Charr society
as a military state. As a result, they are the
most militarily and industrially advanced
nation in Tyria.
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PROFESSIONS
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Every profession in Guild Wars 2 is unique and versatile. Each
is able to damage foes, control their movement and damage,
and support allies with healing and protection.

Elementalist

Warrior

Ranger

Necromancer

Elementalists are masters of the arcane
arts. They wield power over four
elemental forces and can attune to
each of them at will. Each element is
specialized: fire provides area-of-effect
damage and burning, air provides
strong single target damage, earth
provides protection and damage over
time, and water supports allies with
healing.

Warriors are masters of weaponry
and heavy armor. As they attack their
enemies, they build up adrenaline,
which can be used to deal massive
damage to their target proportional to
the amount of adrenaline spent. They
can temporarily boost the combat
abilities of themselves or their allies
with stances and banners, respectively.

Rangers are masters of nature and are
highly proficient archers. They can
charm animals they discover in the
wild and train them. These animal
companions are persistent allies who
fight at their side. They can switch
between two animals at a time. Rangers
can also set traps to catch enemies off
guard, or summon nature spirits to
boost their allies’ effectiveness.

Necromancers are masters of the dark
arts, and can summon undead minions
to attack their enemies. They make
use of Life Force, energy gained by
using their abilities or from the death
of nearby enemies. They can use their
life force to enter a ghostly form known
as Death Shroud, which grants them
additional abilities.
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PROFESSIONS
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There is no “trinity” of tank, damage, and heal class roles in Guild
Wars 2. Every character can take on each of these roles, which
makes any group a viable one.

Guardian

Thief

Mesmer

Engineer

Guardians are masters of protection.
They wear heavy armor and provide
support for their team. They make use
of Virtues, abilities that passively give
the Guardian benefits, but can also be
activated to apply the effect to nearby
allies. They can also summon Spirit
Weapons to help turn the tide, or use
Shouts to help allies or hinder enemies.

Thieves are masters of stealth. Their
skills have no cooldown time, but
require the use of initiative, a resource
that regenerates over time. They
can stealth, becoming undetectable,
and shadowstep, teleporting across
the battlefield. Thieves can also steal
items from their enemies, gaining new
abilities based on what was stolen.

Mesmers are masters of deception who
can create different types of illusions to
confuse their foes. Clones are illusions that look and act like the caster.
Phantasms are ghostly apparitions that
have more health and damage-dealing
capabilities. Mesmers can also shatter
these illusions, creating additional
effects depending on how they were
shattered.

Engineers are masters of firearms and
explosives.They can wield a variety of
different kits that give them different
abilities. Weapon Kits are specialized
weapons not available to any other
profession. Backpack Kits give them
more specialized skills like explosives.
Turrets can be deployed to either attack
enemies or support allies from a fixed
location.
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GAMEPLAY
AND COMBAT
“We founded ArenaNet to innovate, so Guild Wars 2
is our opportunity to question everything, to make a
game that defies existing conventions.”
— Mike O’Brien, Founder
Guild Wars 2 takes all the good things about MMORPGs like
social gameplay, a vast world to explore, and fun competitive play,
and combines it with innovations in these areas to make the game
easier to get into and more fun to play. Every aspect of the game
like social grouping, crafting, and combat has been reimagined to
make it more fun and less tedious. The result is a game that is at
once a refreshing change from existing MMOs and an instantly
familiar experience for those who have played them before.
Concept art of The
Shatterer, one of the many
dragons you can fight in
Guild Wars 2.
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DYNAMIC GAMEPLAY
“Our games aren’t about grinding for a future fun reward.
Our games are designed to be fun from moment to moment.”
— Mike O’Brien, Founder
Traditional subscription-based MMOs
often have gameplay mechanics that are
designed to be tedious, taking as much
time as possible—after all, that
means more time spent
playing, which means
more profits. Guild
Wars 2 takes a very
different approach
to gameplay.
Because it has no
subscription
fee, Guild
Wars 2
was

designed to be fun from the moment you
start the game. For example, the amount
of time it takes to gain a new level stays
roughly the same from level 1 to level
80. Guild Wars 2 never forces
you to “farm” for rare items that
have the best stats—instead,
it’s easy to get gear with the
best stats, but hard to get
ones with the
coolest look
to show off.
The game
is also one
of the first to
promote playing with others as
you adventure across the world. In
most MMOs, if you come across another
player, there is no incentive to help him
defeat an enemy, because you won’t get
any experience or loot from it. In Guild
Wars 2, experience and loot is given to all
players who help kill
an enemy.

Dynamic Events
Dynamic events are multi-step scenarios
that players can participate in as they
adventure. The outcome of each event in
the chain affects how the scenario plays
out. For example, if players fail to defend
a village from attackers, a new event will
start to retake that village and save its
people. Events scale based on the number
of players to encourage natural group
play, and all participants receive the same
rewards.

The Shadow Behemoth

Personal Story
During character creation, players must
answer a series of biographical questions
that define their character’s background
and personal story. These choices set the
stage for a series of instanced scenarios
that develop your story as a hero. The
choices you make in these scenarios dictate
how your story plays out, and there are
thousands of possible outcomes!
Zhaitan

Dungeons
Dungeons are instanced explorable
areas that are designed for a coordinated
group of 5 players. Each dungeon has a
story mode, with a focus on plot, and an
explorable mode, which is more difficult,
but has the greatest rewards. Parties can
choose one of three approaches to progress
through explorable mode. Dynamic events
can also trigger throughout the dungeon!
Caudecus’s Manor
Opposite page: The lion statue in the Grand Plaza
of Lion’s Arch, one of the major cities in Guild
Wars 2.
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ENGAGING COMBAT

A human guardian blocking an ice attack.

Combat in Guild Wars 2 is visceral and fast-paced. Almost
all skills can be cast while moving, and characters can
dodge in any direction, avoiding projectiles and other
attacks. Players can also utilize terrain to provide
protection or enhance their attack. All of these
mechanics encourage thoughtful positioning and
clever tactics.
Guild Wars 2 also allows you to fight enemies
underwater. All characters can breathe forever
underwater with the help of a mask, and have
different skills at their disposal than they
would on land.
The fight doesn’t end just when you run
out of health, however. When this
happens in Guild Wars 2, you instead
enter a “downed state,” where you
must fight to survive. If you
kill an enemy while downed,
you rally and can continue
the fight. Only if you take
too much damage while
downed will you be
defeated.

“Our professions aren’t dedicated healers, DPS, or tanks because
frankly, we built a combat system that just doesn’t allow it.”
— Jon Peters, Game Designer

Skills
Skills are the core of combat in Guild Wars
2. The first five skills at your disposal
are called weapon skills. These skills
are pre-defined by your profession, and
change depending on what weapon you
are wielding. Two-handed weapons define
all five skills, while one-handed weapons
define three or two skills, depending on
whether it was equipped in the mainhand or off-hand, respectively. A weapon
can give completely different skills
depending on which hand it was equipped!
Each profession has a certain subset of
weapons that it can use. Additionally, all
characters can pick up weapons from the

environment and use them in battle. For
example, players defending a fort can use a
trebuchet to provide long-range support.
The last five skills are utility skills that
you can choose from to customize your
character. The pool of skills available
to choose from depends on both your
profession and race. The first is a dedicated
self-healing skill. The next three are skills
designed to complement your playstyle and
provide utility. The last skill is an “elite”
skill, which is an very powerful skill that
can turn the tide of a battle, but is only
usable every once in a while.
Skill bar

A human elementalist
casting a lightning spell.
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